
Most music lovers have encountered George Frederick Handel through holiday-time 
renditions of the Messiah's "Hallelujah" chorus. And many of them know and love that 
oratorio on Christ's life, death, and resurrection, as well as a few other greatest hits 
like the orchestral Water Music and Royal Fireworks Music, and perhaps Judas 
Maccabeus or one of the other English oratorios. Yet his operas, for which he was 
widely known in his own time, are the province mainly of specialists in Baroque music, 
and the events of his life, even though they reflected some of the most important 
musical issues of the day, have never become as familiar as the careers of Bach or 
Mozart. Perhaps the single word that best describes his life and music is "cosmopoli-
tan": he was a German composer, trained in Italy, who spent most of his life in 
England.
 Handel was born in the German city of Halle on February 23, 1685. His father noted 
but did not nurture his musical talent, and he had to sneak a small keyboard instru-
ment into his attic to practice. As a child he studied music with Friedrich Wilhelm 
Zachow, organist at the Liebfrauenkirche, and for a time he seemed destined for a 
career as a church organist himself. After studying law briefly at the University of 
Halle, Handel began serving as organist on March 13, 1702, at the Domkirche there. 
Dissatisfied, he took a post as violinist in the Hamburg opera orchestra in 1703, and 
his frustration with musically provincial northern Germany was perhaps shown when he 
fought a duel the following year with the composer Matheson over the accompaniment 
to one of Matheson's operas. In 1706 Handel took off for Italy, then the font of 
operatic innovation, and mastered contemporary trends in Italian serious opera. He 
returned to Germany to become court composer in Hannover, whose rulers were 
linked by family ties with the British throne; his patron there, the Elector of Hannover, 
became King George I of England. English audiences took to his 1711 opera Rinaldo, 
and several years later Handel jumped at the chance to move to England permanent-
ly. He impressed King George early on with the Water Music of 1716, written as 
entertainment for a royal boat outing.
 Through the 1720s Handel composed Italian operatic masterpieces for London stages: 
Ottone, Serse (Xerxes), and other works often based on classical stories. His 

popularity was dented, though, by new English-language works of a less formal 
character, and in the 1730s and 1740s Handel turned to the oratorio, a grand form 
that attracted England's new middle-class audiences. Not only Messiah but also Israel 
in Egypt, Samson, Saul, and many other works established him as a venerated elder 
of English music. The oratorios displayed to maximum effect Handel's melodic gift and 
the sense of timing he brought to big choral numbers. Among the most popular of all 
the oratorios was Judas Maccabeus, composed in 32 days in 1746. Handel presented 
the oratorio six times during its first season and about 40 times before his death 12 
years later, conducting it 30 times himself. In 1737, Handel suffered a stroke, which 
caused both temporary paralysis in his right arm and some loss of his mental 
faculties, but he recovered sufficiently to carry on most normal activity. He was urged 
to write an autobiography, but never did. Blind in old age, he continued to compose. 
He died in London on April 14, 1759. Beethoven thought Handel the greatest of all his 
predecessors; he once said, "I would bare my head and kneel at his grave."

Karl Richter was regarded as one of the great Bach conductors of the twentieth 
century, noted for solid regularity in rhythms and a serious approach to the music, 
though he was not given to following the changing pronouncements of musicologists 
concerning historical accuracy in performance.
 He was brought up in the tradition of German Protestant religious music; his father 
was a minister in the central German regions near where Johann Sebastian Bach had 
lived. Richter learned piano and organ, and as he approached his 12th birthday 
entered the Kreuzschule school in Dresden. After World War II, he entered the 
Leipzig Conservatory, where he studied with Rudolf Mauersberger, and also studied 
at the Leipzig Institute for Sacred Music, where he learned Bach interpretation from 
Karl Straube and Günther Ramin. Very soon he was appointed choirmaster of the 
Christuskirche in Leipzig at the age of 20, and in 1947 became the organist of the 
Thomanerkirche, both institutions with strong Bach traditions.
 He left East Germany in 1950 to live in West Germany and settled in Munich, where 
he was organist of the Markuskirche and started teaching that same year at the 
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Hochschule für Musik of Munich. He organized the Munich Bach Choir in 1951, and in 
1953 added to it the Munich Bach Orchestra. His performances naturally centered on 
Bach and under Richter his musicians and singers became one of the most renowned 
organizations specializing in the music of the great German master and his era.
 The formation of the Munich Bach Chorus and Orchestra reflected a growing 
international interest in music of the Baroque and, sparked by the advent of the LP 
record, the notion of integral series of composers' works. Deutsche Grammophon's 
Archiv label was the first of such historic specialty sub-labels. Richter and his Bach 
Choir and Orchestra became a major pillar of that label and recorded numerous Bach 
choral works, gaining international recognition.
 They toured frequently, and Richter also played and recorded often as an organist 
and harpsichordist. In 1968, Richter made one of his most dramatic guest conducting 
tours when he conducted the St. John Passion and the B minor Mass in both 
Moscow and Leningrad at a time when religious music of any sort was rarely heard in 
the Soviet Union.
 Although his regularity of tempo (some called it inflexibility) placed him apart from the 
Romantic manner of performing Bach, Richter's performances otherwise retained the 
Romantic era's approach, stressing the solemnity of Bach's music and including 
dramatic large-scale dynamic contrasts. Newer research and the growing popularity of 
"original" or "period" instrument performances did not affect his interpretations, which 
used modern instruments. In some respects, younger interpreters who emerged in the 
1970s considered him the representative of an approach against which they were 
reacting.
 Later in his career, Richter enlarged his repertory to conduct Classical, and even 
Romantic, era works, but tended to remain known primarily as a Baroque specialist. 
He is best remembered for his mastery of Baroque choral/orchestral works of the 
largest scale, where his architectural approach to the music is most effective. His 
recordings of the Bach Passions, oratorios, B minor Mass, and Magnificat, as well as 
Handel oratorios such as the Messiah, are considered his most important contribution 
to the Baroque discography.
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Handel Overtures - Karl Richter London Philharm
onic

1 Alcina 6:30
2 Deidamia 3:11
3 Agrippina 4:42
4 Radamisto 4:43
5 Rinaldo 4:55
6 Jephta 7:20
7 Rodelinda 6:56
8 Belshazzar 4:28
9 Susanna 5:04
Total Time: 47:49

Recorded by DGG 1972
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